THD iMeshTacker
Compact Self Articulating Mesh Fixation Device

The intelligent Angle
for Ultimate Results

60°

A Wide Range of Benefits for One Single Device

Absorbable Spiral Tack
for Secure Mesh Fixation

Self-Articulating Tip
for Unlimited Access

Ergonomic Handle
for Superior Control

THD EasyLap
The Intelligent Path to Laparoscopic Success
3 Keys to Safe & Successful Mesh Fixation

Self Articulating Tip for Unlimited Access
THD iMeshTacker™ incorporates a proprietary angling tip to ensure a secure tack fixation angle through fewer trocars, leading to improved outcomes and optimal patient care.

Absorbable Spiral Tacks for Secure Fixation
The tacks are absorbable and longer than other available tacks: the tack length combined with the self articulating tip ensures a safer and more precise mesh fixation.

Ergonomic Inline Handle for Superior Control
The ergonomic, in-line handle design allows the surgeon to hold the instrument comfortably throughout the entire fixation process.
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THD EasyLap
The Intelligent Path to Laparoscopic Success